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To deprive a man of his opinion is to
rob posterity and the existing generation. If it be right, then they are deprived of exchanging error for truth.
If it be wrong, they are deprived of
illuminating the impression of truth
as it collides with error,
Justice Brandeis
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Ad missions

PolicyC age

Hastings' traditional open door adThe many outstanding members
mission policy may begin to swing of. the legal profession who claim
shut next fall if the anticipated flood Hastings as their alma mater are
of applicants arrives. Hastings has living proof that the grade point
traditionally accepted all qualified average criterion so rigidly adhered
students who had maintained the mini- to in many other schools is not
mum graduation requirement of a "C"
necessarily a reliable factor in preor 2.0 average for their undergraduate
dicting future ability and success in
work, in contrast to other state sup- the legal profession. Many Hastings
ported law shcools which have limited graduates and students have grade
their student body to those having a point averages which would gainthem
"B" or 3.0 average. As Dean Sammis admission to any law school,butthere
puts it, "Others take only the cream,
are many others with mediocre underwhile we take the whole milk and graduate academic records who have
extract the cream."
outstanding law school grades and.
Most of the top flight law schools professional success. It is true that
across the nation have a limited many applicants with mediocre grade
admission policy. Some base their
averages are mediocre students, but
Moot Court Chaitman Stan Shulster and Faculty Advisor Harold G.
requirement on a-ade point averages, Hastings' high attrition rate weeds
Pickering congratulate winner Jerry Marks.
while some i
the Law School them out.
(continued on page 4)
Aptitude Test scores. There are good
arguments against arbitrarily barring
a student for deficiencies in either
area, and Hastings, recognizing this,
Jerome (Jerry) Marks was the followed Walsh with third highest
provides the "sleeper" with one final
winner of the 1962-63 Moot Court overall, followed by Steve Hough, opportunity to shake his academic
Job -seeking Hastings studentshave
Kellog Chan, Wallace Adams, Al
Competition with acombined average,
lethargy and emerge as a spholar.
received 113 placements through the
on brief and oral argument, of 91.2%. Johnson, Paul B. Smith, Anthony
efforts of the Youth and Studehit Office
The winners of this year's competition Graven, Robert Morrison, Ed Griffith,
of the California State Employment
Lois Haight, and Richard Ranger.
were announced at a special awards
Law
Forum
i
Service during the past sixteen
Each of the above-named competassembly by Chairman Stan Shulster,
The Hastings Law Forum is premonths.
itors received either law books or
Dean Snodgrass, members of the Moot
senting
a series
of informal
Mrs. Anne Valdez, manager of the
Court Board, and donors of the prizes scholarships for their efforts, the discussion sessions with members of
employment office at 1450 Mission
being awarded. The results of the books having inscriptions indicating the "65 Club" and interested students.
Street, reports 227 students have
the winner and that the volume was
competition were kept confidential
The goal of the Law Forum is to bring
awarded for excellence in appellate together the Faculty and the student applied during that period for help in
until announced at the assembly, thus
Perhaps the broadest body out side of the classroom finding jobs. Some placements were
advocacy.
accounting for the many surprised
with law firms, but the majority - 70%
smile, among the winners, was worn atmosphere.
countenances as the names were read.
- were in clerical situations.
Second prize went to the team of by Jerry Marks who walked off with a
To date, two of these sessions have
Other
placement percentages:
seven-volume set of the West Civil been conducted with great reward to
Steven L. Abbott and Winstop F.
Professional or semi-professional,
Practice Series, valued at over $160.
Tyler for the best brief. Third position
all who participated. On February 18th 8%; sales or services, 11.5%; semiWhile the assembly iarked the
was crowded by a tie f6r top oral
Professor Rollin M. Perkins spoke on skilled or unskilled, 10.5%
Moot
of
the
the
activity
climax
to
argument, between F. T.Muegenburg,
his
extensive work with law
Finding work for applicants is not
Court Competition for this academic
Jr., and Clifton R. Jeffers. The
enforcement agencies, his topicbeing too difficult, Mrs. Valdez says, if thq
balance of the awards represented the year, the work of the Board is not
"A Practical Application of the applicant will accept a wide variety
yet done. Applications for nextyear's
same category as for first prize, the
Criminal Law."
of jobs. But, she states, the student
and
be
processed
still
must
Board
weighted average of the brief and oral
The second of the series was with
limits himself
to "ideal"
agument- so, the fourth prize went the new members chosen and installed Professor William E. Britton, who who
- a formidable task in view of the discussed "Science as a Stimulus to situations either in terms of pay or
to James Walsh for being second
conditions necessarily reduces his
anticipated number of applications to
highest overall. Robert W. Taggart
an Inquiring Mind," a subject inwhich, chances of getting work.
be received..
he is very well versed.
The Youth and Student Office is
Coming within the next few weeks the only state employment service
is Professor J. Warren Madden on office in the United States which deals
March 6th. His topic will be "Law and exclusively in youth and student placePolitics." His insight intothesefields ment. Its special services to the
is enriched by varied appointments to school resulted from a cooperative
During each grueling round of the public office throughout his carrer.
with the Associated
agreement
three
Competition,
Moot Court
On March 12th, Professor George
of Hastings College of the
justices of the Supreme Court of
The Hasting's Wives' Club has
Goble will discuss the "Philosophy of Students
Law.
Hastings sat on the bench. In each
recently resumed its sale of coffee
a philosophy
Legal Realism' round one of the three justices was a expounded by Judge Jerome Frank.
and cakes on Saturdays in the Lounge.
member of the Hastings Moot Court
The money from these sales along
(Note: The original date posted as
Board; the other two justices were
with receipts from the Club's other
March 5th for Professor Goble's talk
California was an error. The correct date is
volunteers from the
functions goes into a loan fund.
judiciary or bar. The School in general March 12th).
Any second or third year Hastings
student who is married may borrow and the Moot Court Program in
Rooms in which the coming
Professor William L. Prosser,
particular is indebted to those who discussions will be held are posted on former dean of Boalt Hall and perhaps
up to one hundred dollars from this
gave so freely of their valuable time the main bulletin board.
fund interest free. Second year
the world's foremost authority on the
to make the competition so interesting
students must repay the loan within
law of torts, will join Hasting's famous
and realistic. As they have so kindly
one year from the date of execution.
"65 Club' in September. He will
The other members of the bench and teach the largest tort class in the
done in the past, Dean David E.
Third year students must repay in
of
California
who
appeared
and
bar
Arthur
Dean
Snodgrass and Associate
June, before their grades are
United States: over five hundred
furthered the cause of the program students in two sections.
M. Sammis sat on one of the rounds,
received.
State Supreme
Court
prompting those observers who included:
Applications for loans are available
Dean Prosser was appointed Dean
considered the possibility of having to Justices Raymond E. Peters, B. Rey and Professor of Law at the University
in the College Office. The application
F.
McComb;
the
Schauer,
and
Marshall
in
appear before these gentlemen
is to be submittedto Professor Fraser
of California School of Law, Berkeley
Moot Court Competition and also in District Court of Appeal Justices
who will interview the student. It is
in 1948 and remained in that capacity
the classes taught by them to say that A. F. Bray, John B. Molinari, Murray until 1961 when he resigned to devote
then sent to Dean Snodgrass for his
Sullivan;
U.S.
Draper,
and
Raymond
C.
be
might
appearances
two
the
of
one
approval, and the Dean in turn sends
full time to teaching and writing. Dean
resisted under the concept of "double District Court Justices Alfonso J. P rosser will be sixty-five years of age
it to the President-of the Wives Club
(continued on page 3)
jeopardy."
for final acceptance.
next month.
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Student Employment
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FinacialAid:Deans, Judges and
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EDITORIAL VIEWPOINT
The Hastings Administration has shown clearly, through its recent cooperation on some of the well-formulated and practical proposals made by the
Student Council, that it is not averse to student activity even though not
relating directly to classroom work. There exists another area of extracurricular activity which needs the support of the Administration. The
Hastings Law Forum is conducting an excellent but limited program this
semester. The enthusiasm with which the speakers from the Hastings
faculty are being received is indicative of the value inherent in a wellorganized Law Forum program. The digressions which.lack of time prevent
during class are possible under the present Forum plan, giving the professors
the opportunity to wander from the narrow issues of the lecture hall into the
extensive realm of personal interest and experience. While this aspect of the
Law Forum program is clearly beneficial in that it affords students an
opportunity to profit further from the amazing quality of the faculty, by itself
it is both insufficient and not in keeping with the spirit of the law forum
program as carried on at other schools.
The Hastings Law Forum should have the opportunity to present to the
entire student body, speakers of authority who could point up to the law
student, that ascetic soul whose awareness of the law's application to the
workaday world is oftentimes fogged during his sojournwithin this institution's
cloistered walls, that the law is truly a living thing, constantly undergoing
change in the courts and in the legislatures. The relation of law to politics
should be made the subject of Law Forum presentations, by inviting prominent
incumbents, and their opponents at election time, to the school. This contact
with the law as a real thing can make more meaningful the sometimes dreary
trek towards the end of a legal education.
The assistance of the Administration is needed in that the Law Forum cannot
present a speaker to the entire student body, during the morning hours,
because there is no free hour which is common to all students. There is the
possibility that in thd future there will be no opportunity to schedule one free
period common to all; but ifitispossible, it would be to the benefit of everyone
involved. Unfortunately, it is too late to effect a change in this semester's
scheduling (although in some cases only the assent of a.single prolf essor
would be needed, shifting his class for the occasion - this is done for other
reasons, so why not for Law Forum ?), but the cooperation of the Administration
would certainly be appreciated in future programming, and also in helping to
procure noteworthy speakers. Beyond this, the responsibility would be with
the members of the Law Forum. The success of the program would depend
upon the quality of the speakers, and poor attendance and subsequent embarrassment could result only where the choice was poor in the first instance.
The students have never failed to turn out for a really interesting and
informative speaker; however, an impressive title does not seem to deceive
those who seek substance in their listening material.
-JL, '63

PERPET VE

Learned Hand
The Honorable
stated: "I believe that that community
is already in process of dissolution
where non-conformity
with the
a mark of
accepted
creed is
disaffection."
The Law commands that all who
violate it shall be prosecuted; andfor
the protection of our communities we
must agree and adhere thereto. But
before we convict a violator we first
gather all the facts, and carefully sift
'and weigh them by use of a highly
refined courtroom procedure. The
accused is accorded the utmost fairness, and rightly so.
But 4 mere dissenter, who
advocates a contrary socio-political
view, is immediately prejudged as

belonging to an international conspirthe obvious
*acy. To denounce
inadequacies of free interprise is a
heresy against a God-given right. Or
to plead for the salvation of humanity
through the exchange of missiles for
schoolrooms is traitorous.
All this blame before we have
examined the facts; all this rebuke
before we attempt to understand the
views he professes. We commit the
unpardonable sin of answering before
we have heard. Why cannot we, in
lawyerlike
manner,
apply the
discipline of legal fact finding to this
area of inquiry?
R. E. Vernon '63

LETTERS TOVoir,
LETTERS
TO
THE EDITOR

Voir Dire Advisor
Dire Adv'isor

-non kosher est -

Dear Sir:
"This isn't a course in 'bacon', it..
is a course in 'eggs' and therefore,
..
we cannot take up 'bacon' at this
time." This is a statement familiar
to every law student. I would like to
ask why. Is it because of a lack of
knowledge on the subject matter?
Prof. George E. Osborne, Hastings
Is it because bacon and eggs are not
Professor since 1958 and newfaculty
related? One is possible, the other is
impossible. It is often that the second adviso r for Voir Dire, has resumed
excuse, that of lack of relationship or his full time teaching duties after a
semester's leave of absence. Like its
lack of time to point out the relationship, is offered as an excuse when other members, Prof. Osborne was
lack of knowledge is the reason.
not born into the 65 Club, but was
The role of a law school professor tapped for membership in that august
acafter distinguished
has not been defined per se. I offer coterie
this definition of a professor which is complishments in teaching, writing
used by Max Gluckman in his book and practice.
A native of Colorado, Prof. Osborne
Custom and Conflict in Africa:
got his A. B. from the University of
Professors should be
learned and scholarly, original
California in 1916. During the years
research - workers, inspiring
from 1916 to 1920 he earnedhisLL.B.
teachers, tolerant with students,
and S.J.D. degrees at Harvard under
good administrators."
the almost legendary faculty there.
Of these qualities, the most important He became
a member
of the
is probably the quality of being an Massachusetts Bar in 1919, andbegan
inspiring teacher. Inspiration comes his teaching career one year later, at
with interest,
with drive, with the University of West Virginia.
spontaneity, with freedom of discusAfter teaching at Minnesota and
sion. I suggest that the time lost, if Columbia, Prof. Osborne joined the
Stanford faculty in 1923. He was
any, in digressing from the exact rule
of law being lectured on by the named William Nelson Cronwell
professor
is of no significance
Professor of Law at Stanford in
1952, and taught there until 1958.
compared to the inspiration whichwill
be a result, if when interest clearly
The Professor's impressive list
is present in an area, that the profes- of publications includes: Cases on
1940; Mortgages,
sor be sufficiently
adaptable
Property Security,
profsso.
Gantd,
tat ntoisallow
pr-Cabiornioard
the
196.Dia
Emereyr
the interest
to ma
live instead
1951; Cases
on Suretyingteahe
enblontoof keeping Bord,
1916 and
t2e Materials
arnedito
LL.B
the bacon lean
and asiy
the eggs
in their
sepship, 1956; degee
co-author
American
vtrariou of indr
ostm-arbitrator
mre
bcaue
arate compartments
in the refrigLaw of Property, 1952; and Law
ulated interesttthereynmakingathetdisputes
Problems, 1956. He has also contriberator
Gabriel Werbner '64
to numerous
uted
the
leanin poces
oreenjyalegenerally
Aistehi
eerlegalnperiodicals.
cane yarl
atr t
-- ConsicerPng
nversithe of
Wsuc
a distinguished
eormousa
atherycoorlss
rofs- utio
has
Although
Hastings faculty,
quality ofhowver
in teaching and writing,
career
strong presumption,
there is ahisubjettosee
hicharehe
Atngs teing
arp Mnntrsta
many
summer
andtoibened-h
fullre timeborlne
(counting
the
of
infavor
albeit rebuttable,
basi andnecesaryelemntsnd osuents whof
professors' knowledge. As regards sessions the Professor has taught at
Prof.
schools)
is ertanly
taPrf.ornaclt
law
inctly3
sanguis
mentls
first-rate is
nine
the
a professor,
of efectvel
the qualities
Osborne's experience has not all been
most important is probably the
1940's served
has. in the
academic.
the subject
communicate
ability to goodproessr
of
abothetH
Pr He fssors
thpessivelt
list
i th cotex
coman industrial
as chairman of incuhrtaes
the course effectively,
matter oflegaleductionandbrexmina
Cas on
ditnuishand
minimumwages.
to
establish
mission
but
a
virtue,
is
inspire
Ability to
He has served on the National War
noreqisite tnoing agoond
etiorabilWebe
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Jacob Levitan
George E. Osborne
Samuel I. Frizell
E. Vernon
Alan H. Simon
John A. Colistra
L. Haupert, Jr.
Ed Griffith
Barry Mierbach
Dave Abe
Robert Benson
Greg Archbald
Keith Winsell
Bill Fallai
Len Stern
Jerome Marks
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INSURANCE COSTS HIGH?
YOU MAY QUALIFY FOR LOW COST
INSURANCE.
SEE JIM WALSH,
SEC. 11-B OR CALL DE 4-5382
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Digression from the narrow
issue before the class might be
motivated by either a sincere in-

are as good as any ne nas taught, anc
he described the student body as (his
very words) Hard-Working.

C.H.'64
quisitiveness or an attempt at selfaggrandizement, or possibly a
found themselves with insufficient
combination of the two. If the
question is sincere, why take up theknowledge of the narrow legal
time of everyone in the class when subjects to hurdle the difficulties
the professors are, in most cases, posed by the bar examination.
--Ed.
enthusiastic as regards discussing
legal questions during their office Dear Sir:
hours?If you can concede that one
A number of enthusiastic students
of the primary purposes in attend- have approached me asking why
ing law is to accumulate sufficient Hastings is not a part of the National
legal knowledge to pass the State Moot Court Competition. It was
Bar examination, the argumentfor rumored
that the administration
digression on class time weakens, "killed" it some years back. The
especially in view of the availabil- facts are as follows: A few years
ity of the professors outside of
ago, Hastings competed at a stateclass.
wide competition. The entrant spent
If the faculty were to give the
all summer preparing for the task
students their "bacon and eggs,"
rather than studying for the Bar
as you suggest, it might be at the examination. The result was that he
won the competition, but took three
expense of future "bread and

butter" when these same students

(continued on page 4)
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1.oot Court Justices of the Supreme Court of hastings, 1. to r.,
attorney Robert Desky, California State Supreme Court Justice
B. Rey Schauer, hastings Student Justice Gil Miedeiros.
Hoot Court Competition winners assemble in the jury box; donor's
representatives, 1. to r., Peter Hodge of Bancroft-1-Whitney, Audrey
Leeman of Lawyers Book Exchange, and Carlton Fellman of I-est
Publishing Co. "Dee" Pierard of Harry B. Lake's book store escaped
before the photo was taken.

Moot Court Winners-Diii e ewnrded
The fact that the 196 2-63 Moot
Court Competition was the most
spirited of any such Hastings
competition to date is due in no
small part to the fantastic array of
prizes made available through the
generosity of several kind benefactors. West Publishing Co. of St.
Paul, Minn., represented in San
Francisco by Carlton L. Fellman,
contributed the seven-volume California Practice Series. when it had
been awarded inadvertently without its
donated - a much
having been
appreciated and timely filling of the
gap. Mr. Fellman presented the West
volumes to their recipients at the
Moot Court Awards Assembly, and
also presented Bender Moss' donation
of a set of Witkin's California
Procedure in three volumes, no
representative from Bender Moss
being present.
Bancroft-Whitney, in supporting the
Moot Court Program as they have in
the past, generously increased their
gift of the Deering California Codes to
fourteen volumes. Mr. Peter Hodge,
Bancroft-Whitney's representative at
the Assembly, presented two volumes
of the Vehicle Code, two volumes of the
Labor Code, three volumes of the
Corporations Code, three volumes of
the Probate Code, two volumes of the
Welfare and Institutions Code, and two
volumes of the Insurance Code.

'K-'mkindly

The Continuing Education of the Bar
contributed four volumes to the
Competition. The pleased expressions
of the recipients clearly indicatedthat
they have already learned of the great
popularity which these books enjoy
throughout the California legal community, and that these volumes are
highly valued by the profession, if
and when they are available.
San Francisco attorney Nathan Cohn
kindly contributed six volumes of his
Criminal Law Seminar, which was
reviewed by Prof. Rollin M. Perkins
last year in the Hastings LawJournal.
Lake's Bookstore,
B.
Harry
Leeman's Lawyers Book Exchange,
and Pernau-Walsh legal printers each
contributed $50 cash, and this amount
yielded two one-semester tuition
scholarships valued at $75 apiece.
Two familiar females made these
presentations at the assembly, "Dee"
Pierard, from Harry Lake's and
the
Leeman, from Leeman's,
Audrey contributednsixuvolumes
ofghis
CrmialLa
hih7a flank
stores which
two
law book Smna,
on McAllister
College
Hastings
Street.
This year's prizes are valued
between $700 and $800; without
question, the generosity of the donors
provided much of the incentive to the
fine results of the Competition, and
this kindness to the school does not
pass unnoticed.

(conid
Zirpoli and Charles M. Merrill; San
Francisco Superior Court Judges John
Elkington,
Norman
W. Bussey,
Clarence W. Morris, Raymond J.
Arata, Joseph Karesh, Charles S.
and
Peery, C. Harold Caulfield,
Gerald S. Levin.; San Francisco
Municipal Court Judges Robert J.
Drewes, Albert A. Axelrod, Clayton
Horn, Bernard B Glickfield, LelandJ.

CALIFORNIA

f
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Justice wears a green eye-shade. Dean David Snodgrass and
Associate Dean Arthur Sammis hear respondent's argument durint
the Hastings Moot Court Competition.

CALIFORNIA PRACTICE SERIES
CALIFORNIA TRIAL & APPELLATE PRACTICE
BY RAYMOND

Lazarus, and Clarence A. Linn;
District Attorney of San Mateo County
Keith Sorenson; and attorneys Harry
S. Wainwright, Grant V. Rounseville,
Nathan Cohn, Conrad A. Donner,
George T.Davis, Jerome Berg, James
Martin MacInnis, Leo R. Friedman,
Jack H. Werchick, Vincent Hallinan,
Harold Silen, Mansfield Davis, Robert
and
Desky, William Bernstein,
Seymour L. Ellison.

BAR REVIE-

Two prominent San Franciscans who sat in the Supreme Court of
Hastings, l.to r., the Hon. John W. Bussey, Superior Court, and
attorney Nathan Cohn.

COURSE

G.

STANBURY

.. A COMPLETE PROCEDURAL GUIDE WHICH BEGINS WITH
THE INITIAL CONTACT WITH THE CLIENT AND EXTENDS
THROUGH TRIAL AND APPEAL.

CALIFORNIA EVIDENCE MANUAL
BY JAMES P.

MC BAINE

... NEW EDITION IN CONCISE TEXI STYLE WITH CITATIONS
TO CALIFORNIA CASE AND. STATUTE AUTHORITY. THIS
CONVENIENTLY-SIZED,
ONE-VOLUME MANUAL IS A
PRACTICAL AND RELIABLE GUIDE IN BOTH COURTROOM
AND OFFICE.

CALIFORNIA PROBATE COURT PRACTICE
BY HON.

NEWCOMB

CONDEE

.... FILLED WITH STEP-BY.STEP PROCEDURES TO BE
FOLLOWED IN EVERY PHASE OF PROBATE PRACTICE.
PRACTICAL FORMS IMPLEMENT THE PRACTICE STEPS
AND ARE INCLUDED, TOGETHER WITH COMPLETE
INSTRUCTIONS FOR THEIR USE.

CALIFORNIA PLEADING

1963 Summer Session Begins
June 10, 1963 -mTuition $175
-Simulated bar examinations
-out ines provided

Approved for State and Federal Benefits
-aw= 6

15 deposit to:,

BY CHADBOURNE,

GROSSMAN

AND VAN ALSTYNE

.. THE AUTHORITATIVE WORK ON THE TACTICS AND
STRATEGY OF PLEADING WITH THE HOW-TO-DO-IT
APPROACH FOR THE PRACTICING ATTORNEY.

SALES

REPRESENTATIVE

CARLTON L. FELLMAN
Z75 BUSH

STREET

SON FRANCISCO 4,CALIF.
TEL!
DOUGLAS 2-0027

4207 West Olympic Blvd.
Los Angeles 19, California

WEST PUBLISHING CO.

ST. PAUL 2, MINN.
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ADMISSIONS

Left to rightFront row: Mary Hartline, Peggy Fleming. Back row:
Tommie Ryan, Jane Barker, Rita Karlin, 01ga Wellman, Edna Coddington.

our Administrat eve "Task Force"
Contrary to popular belief, Hastings
is not entirely composed of those over
65. The school has thoughtfully left
some positions open for those in the
younger set. This is evidenced by the
advance guard of "youngsters" sur rounding the Dean's office.
MRS. OLGA S. WELLMAN
Mrs. Wellman came to Hastings in
1953 from the position of Registrar at
Lincoln University. She began here as
secretary to the Registrar until she
was promoted to Administrative Assistant. Her activity in providing information and assistance in clearing
prospective students for admission,
and helping to solve their problems
upon arrival, provides Associate Dean
Arthur Sammis with indispensable
administrative support. "Olga," as
she is known to many successful
Hastings' alumni--as well as those
students she hopes will also become
members of the Alumni Association-is at the Information Office daily. Her
most enjoyable interests include skiing in the winter, folk dancing, and
swimming.
MRS. MARY G. HARTLINE
Mrs. Hartline received her AB degree from the University of Arizona
in 1954 and held the position of secretary at that school for a few years.
She came to Hastings in 1961. At
present, her work includes maintaining the grade cards and other student
records; she also handles the alumni
association records. Her husband is
studying for his Ph.D. degree in biochemistry at the University of California Medical Center.
MRS. PEGGY J. FLEMING
Mrs. Fleming is the College Bookkeeper, maintains the accounting and
payroll records, prepares financial
statements, and handles all purchases. In addition, she administers
the veterans program. Before she
came to Hastings in 1958, she served
in office positions at such companies
as Soule Steel Company and Simca
Distributors. Her graduation from
Golden Gate College and other previous experience makes Mrs. Fleming
an invaluable addition in the operation
of the college.
MRS. EDNA M. CODDINGTON
Mrs. Coddington came to Hastings
in 19360 from such positions as secretary at the University of Washington
School of Dentistry, Palo Alto Unified
School District, and the First Methodist Church. She is secretary to Dean
Snodgrass and also serves as a stenographer to the Associate Dean and the
controller.

James W. Connor
Mr. Connor received his B. S. degree
in Marketing from the University of
Illinois in 1953. He came to Hastings
in 1961, after distinguished service
with the Air Force,
State Department of
Finance, State Board
of Equalization, and as
a Financial Analyst to
College
State
the
Board of Trustees. He
now holds the rank of
Captain in the US Air
Force Reserve. As the coNNOR
school's Controller, he is responsible
for the accounting, budgeting, and
other fiscal aspects of Hastings' operations. In addition. Mr. Connor
serves as the Graduate Placement
Director.
MISS S. JANE BARKER
Miss Barker is an Accounting Clerk
in the College Office, and handles the
accounting records and correspondHASTINGS LAW
ence
for the
JOURNAL. She also prepares various
statistical reports related to the College's operations. She received her
B.S. degree from the University of
Oregon in 1961 and came to Hastings
last February.
MRS. RITA AUSWACKS
Mrs. Auswacks is a clerk-typist
and assists the Registrar in evaluating
student applications in addition to
handling the telephone switchboard.
She received her A.B. degree in
Psychology from U.C.L.A. last June
and came to Hastings in September.
On December 22, 1962 she married
Russell Auswacks who is a dental
student at the Physicians and Surgeons
College here in San Francisco.
MRS. RITA LEAVITT
Today is the first day of Mrs.
Leavitt's employment at Hastings as
a part-time secretary. She will be in
Mr. Bradway's office in the morning,
and in the College office in the afternoon. She spent a total of fourteen
years in the Offce of Title Insurance
and Trust Company before coming to
Hastings. Her husband is a Fire
Prevention Engineer. They have two
married sons.

(continued from page 1)
Next fall, according to Dean
Sammis' predictions, the number of
qualified applicants is going to exceed
the space available; and for the first
time in its long history Hastings will
be forced to turn students away from
its overcrowded classrooms. Recognizing the fallability of the grade point
average criterion, and also the possible unreliability of a single test
designed to measure
law school
aptitude, admission will based on a
combination of the two. Using all
completed applications for the prior
year, grade point averages and LSAT
scores are broken down into deciles.
Each applicant will have to submit his
score on the LSAT as well as a
transcript of his college recordbefore
he will be considered for admission.
He will then be placed in the appropriate decile for both his grade point
average and his LSAT score. The
applicant's decile numbers are added
together, twenty being the highest and
two being the lowest possible scores.
When the number of applicants exceeds the number of classroom seats,
those applicants with the lowest
ratings will be denied admission.
Dean Sammis anticipates that this
year only those with combined scores
below five willbe excluded. Applicants
with scores in the two to five will
be excluded. Applicants with scores
in the two to five bracket are being
placed on a waiting list pending final
determination.
This system takes advantage of the
reliability of both the grade point
average and the LSAT without allowing a poor showing in either to
absolutely bar any student. A mubh
higher correlation with first year
grades is achieved when the combined
scores are used than when grade
point averages or LSAT scores are
used separately.
-SF-'64
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Activity

A dinner given in honor of Governor
Pat Brown was recently attended by
members of the HDC, Attending the
dinner were Stanley Mosk, Glen
Anderson and many well known S.F.
lawyers. The dinner was sponsoredby
the Chinese-American Democratic
Club.
Congressman John Shelley recently
sent the club
a
copy of the
Congressional Record and his warm
regards for the help given by HDC
members in his re-election. Hastings
is in Congressman Shelley's district.
HDC this year will be represented at
the
C .D.C.
convention by two
delegates. The club selected Terrence
Halinan and Joseph Cotchett and will
serve on convention committees of
Foreign Policy and Labor respectAlso selected were four
ively.
alternate delegates. The C.D.C. is
the third largest political convention
in the U.S. being topped only by the
Democratic and Republican National
Conventions. Over 5000 delegates,
alternates, and guests will attend.
Future events of the club will include
speakers on capital punishment and
illegal wiretap and will finish off
the year with a club dinner in April
to install new officers.

LETTERS

(continued from page 2)
stabs at the Bar exam before passing.
As for the National competition, a
team was sent to New York, and
competed with limited success. However the effect on its grades was
devastating. The faculty, not the
administration, by unanimous vote,
asked the withdrawal of Hastings men
from these "sporting events."
I have been in touch with the
Chairman of Boalt Hall's Moot Court
who took a survey of the California
schools on the question of National
participation. The majority was not
in favor.
In view of the above, my best
suggestion to these enthusiasts is to
enter (and win) a number of the
national research and essay contests
Perhaps with some good results, the
faculty may re-consider.
Stan Shulster, Chairman
Moot Court Board

SPECIAL STUDENT OFFER
if iI S SUMMARY OF CALIFORNIA LAW
4 Volumes. The major subjectsof the substantive law critically examined and concisely stated

CALIFORNIA PROCEDURE
3 Volumes. A comprehensive treatment of procedure and practice

CALIFORNIA EVIDENCE
1Volume.

ORDER
NOW

The trial lawyer's long awaited and widely used manual

1. At special student terms
2. Receive future supplements free while attending law school

BENDER-MOSS COMPANY, 315 Brannan Street, San Francisco 7, California
Please send me:
F-1Witkin's SUMMARY OF CALIFORNIA LAW, 4 vols..... .-..---$96.00 plus tax
F] Witkin's CALIFORNIA PROCEDURE, 3 vols...-.-....-...--.-.-.--...-.$75.00 plus tax
Witkin's CALIFORNIA EVIDENCE, I vol...-...-....- ..----------------$25.00 plus tax
Special student terms:
F] $10.00 down, $5.00 monthly for all or any of the above.
Cash price on orders of $50.00 or more:
[
Check enclosedless6%, plus4% salestax on net amount.
Supplements to be provided at no charge while attending law school
Name
Addres
City, State
I am presently a

year student at the following law school:______________
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BOOKS
A LION IN COURT,
Vincent Hallinan, G. P. Putnam's
Sons, New York, 1963.

Mr. Hallinan writes with a pungent
style which imparts some of the
feeling one gets while listening to him
speak in person. From the beginning
of the book it is a no-holds-barred
approach which is to be expected.
Part I of three parts covers his
"Early Years." Very succinctly Mr.
Hallinan tells of his childhood, an
almost instantaneous conversion from
Catholicism to atheism, some early
legal experiences, and the more
interesting topic of his fight against
the jury-fixing of the Market Street
Railway Company. The last subject
runs parallel to many other accounts
of the bygone San Francisco with the
the
between
struggles
power
omnipotents.
Part II, "The Law In Action," is
very similar to accounts of Francis
X. Busch, Melvin Belli, Clarence
Darrow and Jake Ehrlich concerning
tactics of the lawyer in all situations.
Because of this, I found this part of
the book to be the least stimulating.
Most law students have read such
many times before. However, the last
two chapters of the section, Archaic
Laws and The Press and Justice, are
the types of subjects in which Mr.
Hallinan is more emotionally involved
and therefore relates his beliefs in a
more vibrant manner. He speaks of the
ways we treat sexual offenders and
narcotics addicts, pointing out the
interesting fact that, "...in May 1962,
the American Law Institute, in
approving a model penal code .-.
adopted the recommendation of Judge
Learned Hand that the criminal law
should not punish any kind of sexual
abnormal,
or
relations, normal
between consenting adults in private."
This, he says, came as a pleasant
shock to him because, "It has always
been a source of wonder to me that
people go to such pains and expense to
prevent others from engaging in any
kind of sexual play which they don't
happen to care for themselves."

The area of Mr. Hallinan's thinking
with which I am most familiar is
politics. After having heard him speak
and having read some of his and Mrs.
Hallinan's writings Iwas disappointed
in the last third of the book. It starts
well enough with an account of some
particular aspects of the Bridges
Trial which Mr. Hallinan has chosen
to illustrate his charge of conspiracy
by the United States government to
destroy Harry Bridges. In this he.
does a good job which results in an
interesting chapter.
However, once the political arena
is entered the accounts do not reveal
a great deal, perhaps because Mr.
Hallinan has not taken the care to
detail his material as well as he
undoubtedly does when preparing a
brief for appeal. His argument that
the United States' economic and
political order is dying out and about
to be replaced by a new one is much
better discussed in either Marxist
works or some of the elementary
texts on Communism.
Since he was incarcerated during
the 1952 Presidential campaign and
his wife and son Patrick did most of
his campaigning for him he has little
to say about the subject. His
discussion of our penal system is good,
though it too lacks necessary details.
The concluding chapter is concerned
with Mr. Hallinan's travels outside of
the United States to the U.S.S.R., Cuba
and countries allied with the U.S.
These last two areas of interest are
much better dealt with in Mr. and
Mrs. Hallinan's pamphlet, A Clash of
Cultures, Some Contrasts in American and Soviet Morals and Manners,
published by -the American Russian
Institute, Inc., 90 McAllister Street,
San Francisco.
For those who have not listened to
Vincent Hallinan or read of his ideas
before, this book is very worthwhile,
though it should be supplemented with
above.
the pamphlet mentioned
Because of the easy style the book is
fast reading and of course there is.
some food for thought on several
topics, whether or not one agrees
with Mr. Hallinan on the more
controversial subjects.
Crocker Price '63

FR"AT'ERNITY NEWS
PHI DELTA PHI
Pomeroy Inn, Hasting's Chapter of
Phi Delta Phi, will today participate
in a joint initiation ceremony with
the Stanford and Boalt Hall Chapters.
The formal initiation will take place
at Hastings College of the Law
followed by abanquet at the New Tivoli
Restaurant in North Beach.

March 22nd is the date set for
Phi Delta Phi's Annual Faculty
Banquet. Dean William L. Prosser
will be guest speaker. Dean Prosser
was at one time National Presidentof
Phi Delta Phi, and will join the
Hastings faculty next semester.
PHI ALPHA DELTA
On the social calendar Phi Alpha
Delta has had two dances within the
recent past. The first was held during
the semester break inthe Rathskeller
at Fort Mason. The second, on
February 23rd found the Brothers
dancing to th e music of Darrel
Hutchenson and his Orchestra at the
Alameda Officer's Club.
PhiAlphaDelta presented a "Brown
Bag" luncheon with guest speaker
Judge Carl Allen, who is joining
Temple Chapter as a member of Phi
Alpha Delta. Judge Allen spoke on
trial technique.
The members of the Fraternity also
recently toured San Quentin Prison.
The Fraternity is continuing its
seminar program for first year
students and its practice speaking
program in which members practice
ir
audiences
before
speaking
their
choser
for
preparation
profession.

TRUTH SERUM . ..
Recent Developments

in Court

While
probate
dourts
have I167 Mi sc. 51, 3 N.Y.S. 2d 348 (1938)
confidently installed IBM machines, introdu ced such evidence when the
civil
and criminal courts have person who had conducted. the test
repeatedly rejected lie detector and testifie4d as to the instrument's
truth serum -tests as evidence of reliabil ity and sucessful use in over
credibility due to lack of scientific six thouusand cases.
certainty. Nevada courts may now be
NewI York followed the lead of some
faced with such evidence in the re- writers in 1942 when it allowed introopened case of David S. Boddy who duction of expert testimony which was
denied his crimes under influence of partiall y based on truth serum
truth serum.
results . In People v. Esposito, 287
Boddy, a parolee, was convicted N.Y.389 ), 39 N.E. 2d925 (1942), a
of kidnapping a teenage boy and girl, psychia trist discredited defendant's
at gunpoint, from a Reno street, and'plea of insanity with testimony of tests
of subsequently raping the girl at which ncluded injections of sodium
Lake Tahoe. On his arrest in Stockton amytal and metrazol. But People v.
12 days later, he Pleaded guilty to Ford, 304 N.Y.679, 107 N.E.2d 595
kidnapping. At the trial, the victims (1952) i n an oblique per curiam opinion
identified Boddy as the kidnapper and rejectec d sodium amytal results as,
he was sentenced to life impris- scientif ically unreliable, with a strong
onment.
dissent by Desmond, J. who cited
This past fall, while under the
Esposit to.
influence of truth serum, Boddy told
Polyg raph and serum results have
Dr. Lowell Hughes, Superintendant of been ad mitted where the parties have
Nevada State Hospital, that he was so stipu lated, -as in People v. Houser,
making the rounds of Stockton bars' 85 CalA .pp.2d 686, 193 P.2d 147 (1947).
when reportedly in Nevada. He further But alt hough the D.A. agreed lie
contended trialfor
that fear
death induced detector results would be admissible
obbey
in of
eopliv.renny
him to enter his plea. This subsequent in any t rial, the court in Le Fevre v.
denial under truth serum caused State, 242Wis'.46, 8 N.W.2d 288 (1942),
Nevada Attorney General Charles
sustaine d the state's objection when
Springer to reopen the case.
defendar nt sought to introduce such
Springer, whonowhas Boddy underevidenc( e favorible to himself.
going lie detector tests, says there is
Dr. IHughes believes serum and
no possibility of retrial by the state. polygrar ph results should be used as
But if lie detector tests are favorable,
a partial l basis for an expert's opinion,
Boddy may well seek an appeal.
but note s that if such tests were "the
California rejected both serum and entire b asis for an expert's opinion
lie detector tests in People v. Jones, it woul d seriously be questioned.
52 Cal.2d 636, 343 P.2nd 577 (1959)
"Nevada - courts very probably would
which involved automatic appeals of not allov wtheir admission in the Boddy
two defendants who pleaded guilty to case sir nce these scientific determiof truth have been widely
first degree murder. Fernandez v. nants
Security-First National Bank, 24 Cal. criticize ed, despite the occasional adRptr. 25, 207 Cal. Appa 2d, 373 P.2d missioms.
Howev ver, Nevada might base such a
(1962) denied the plaintiff's offer of
lie detector results in a suit to denial cDn the ground used by some
recover a loan from the alleged courts t hat no proper foundation was
laid for introduction of such results
borrowei's estate.
Although no court has allowed direct in the Ilower court. Thus the door
introduction of truth serum results, would 1be left open for possible
New York in one case admitted improve ments in these methods of
polygraph results. The defendant on testing c redibility;
Ed Griffith '64

DELTA THETA PHI
Under the guidance of Tribune Ron
Vernon, Delta Theta Phi has initiated
a program to assist first year
students. Emphasis is placed on
individual
attention;
hence, one
brother has only two or three studencs
in his group. Assisting Vernon are
Bill Simmons, Don Berger and Manuel
Aranda.
Other
Brothers
will

participate as group leaders as time
and demand allows.
On the social side, the Fraternity
presented two gala affairs for alumni
and actives during the
Winter
Vacation. On December 15th a Christmas Party at Fort Mason's Officers'
Club was the scene of the first
function. At the second, the Brothers
ushered in the New Year at Dean Jim
Murad's home .
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PROFESSORS OFFER ADVICE
The exact method to writing an
exam cannot be found in these interviews. As most professors point out
in the discussion, a student develops
his own style and approach to writing
an exam answer, but nothing will
make the answer correct unless the
student knows the material thoroughly
via adequate and proper study; viz.,
"sweat, blood and tears."
QUESTION:
Are your questions
usually in the same order as the
material taken up in the casebook?
Prof. MacLachlan: No. There is no
reason why they should be. I may
want to place an easier question
first and last. Arranging them in
order places too much emphasis on
memory and not enough on legal
analysis.
Prof. Cox: Yes, roughly. There may
be more than one issue in a question
but the order generally holds true.
I think that is probably the way the
boys have studied the course and it
would be unfair to them. It is the
logical development of the course.
Prof. Crane: I don't make any conscious effort in that direction--they
may or may not.
QUESTION: Do you prefer that both
sides of the issue be discussed, or
if one side is taken, for the student
to argue with conciseness and force
for his position?
Prof. MacLachlan: Sometimes one
side isn't any good and the student
should know it--I don't emphasize
advocacy. I don't think he should
pretend that there is another reasonable view when there isn't. I place
importance on the students noting
what the question asks. Too many
students will do the same thing without following the directions--they just
put down their thoughts following
that portion of the course.
Prof. Cox: I can't see how you can
discuss one side without eliminating
the other. You've got to eliminate
the other side. You're not writing
a brief, you must recognize the other
side at least
Prof. Crane: I think the student ought
to recognize a different conclusion
just as the court would. He should
state the reasons for his preference.

QUESTION: Beside missing the major
issues or points involved in the question, what is the error that most
students make?
Prof. MacLachlan: No single error.
On the trial exam they couldn't read,
write or organize their thoughts.
Prof. Cox: Basically what they do
mostly is misspell and write illogically. They miss the collateral points
more than they miss the main point.
Prof. Crane: They discuss issues
that are not involved or irrevelent
to the question. They make the answer
hard to read sometime by repetition
and restating the facts. There is no
point to copying the question or rephrasing it.

QUESTION: Should a student attempt
to "mimic" the professor's style or
should the student develop his own
style or technique and use this in
every course?
Prof. MacLachlan: Trying to mimic
something or someone is a waste of
time. Students are incapable of
mimicing my style.
Prof. Cox: I don't have any set way
I want the answer. Each student is
an individual. Develop your own style.
You should write the way you think
is convincing.
Prof. Crane: Develop your own style.
It is dangerous to mimic because
you may go wrong.

QUESTION: Would you favor eliminating percentage grades and just giving
either "failing" or "passing" as a
mark?
Prof. MacLachlan: No. You want to
spot good students as well as poor
ones.
Prof. Cox: No. I don't think that
would be fair. The system we have
is a pretty fair system.
Prof. Crane: No. I think the percentage grading system is preferable.
We want to recognize the superior
ability of the good student and this
seems the best way possible.

Opportunities in I

are
who
Hastings
students
concerned with the struggle to
preserve and extend civil rights can
actively participate now, without going
on a "freedom ride." There are many
available positions on the staff of the
Civil Liberties Docket, a quarterly
reporter service published and edited
in Berkeley by a vWoman lawyer, with
a circulation of over 5,000 subscribers throughout the counlry.
Students are needed to help as researchers, proof readers, typists,
and as correspondents with the court
clerks and attorneys concerning the
litigation. These volunteers can
participate in assisting lawyers
receive the latest developments in
and
enable
law,
constitutional
interested parties to follow the progress of a case from the complaint to
its final disposition. Actions before

the Law
and
that it can be predicted what tacts will

1Electronics
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quasi-judicial boards and administrative commissions involving civil
rights will also be covered.
The Civil Liberties Docket was
founded in 1955 and is partially
supported by the National Lawyers
Guild. Its office is at 1908 Virginia
St., Berkeley, Calif. The editor, Ann
Ginger is a gratuate of the University
of Michigan Law School and received
her LL.M. from Boalt Hall. She is
admitted to practice in New York,
Michigan and before the United States
Supreme Court. Her goal is to make
every situation involving civil rights
as easy and as rapid to research as
would be a problem in income taxation,
and therefore solicits the assistance
of any students who are interested in
this fast-changing and volatile area
of law.
Barry Mierbach '65

-Second in a seriesRecent
decades have shown a
marked increase in mathematical and
other scientific attempts at surmounting problems previously thought
of as unscientific,
viz., business
marital
decisions,
management
disputes, composition of music, and
law. Articles such as "Predicting
Supreme Court Decisions Mathematically" (51 Am. Pol. Sci. Rev. 1)
and "Using Simple Calculations To
Predict Judicial Decisions" (4 Am.
Behavioral Scientist; December, 1960)
have come forward with bold proposals for outguessing the legal
process. Then the idea of using electronic computers was conceived and at
the last Annual Meeting of the A.B.A.,
the use of such computers was
advocated to predict court decisions;
this caused much discussion both pro
and con.
The use of the computer to predict
court decisions rests on certain
premises. One is stare decisis; however, a significant shortcoming to this
doctrine is the possibility that the
courts unpredictably find exceptions
and changed conditions which result in
reversals of previous holdings.
Another assumption is that it must
be known which judge will sit on the
case. This is difficult, especially in
the U.S. Courts of Appeal, for in all
but the First Circuit there are at
least five judges who alternate on
the bench (four of the circuits have
nine judges).
Two more assumptions to be made
are that sufficient examples of the
judge's decisions can be found and

be accepted as true. What "sufficient
examples" amounts to is unanswered
by advocates of electronic computer
analysis.
Those who don't believe in the future
of the electronic computer argue along
the lines Justice Holmes used in an
article he wrote while still a member
of the bar. "The life of the law has
not
been
logic:
it has been
experience." (The Common Law,
1881).
The greatest initial difficulty, as it
appears to this writer, is in the
evaluation of applicable law and the
laborious process entailed in getting
this law into a form understandable
to the computer to enable the "brain"
to reach a decision. The ground work
takes as much minute evaluation as
preparing one's own case for trial.
Every omission froim the computer'
lessens the accuracy as does every
unwarranted submission.
The problem of weighting the data
which must be multiplied by some
unknown factors, is complicated by
the human element involved.
Yet, should such a program be
developed which could predict a
dependable percentage of cases, it
may be of some help to the litigant
of a small claim who is troubled with
the decision of whether or not to appeal
his case. It may never supplant a
lawyer's own experience, but it could
become anotherof his analytical tools.
Next
issue: How effective the
computer could be in making available
and
other
statutes,
headnotes,
information for research.
Walter Bornemeier '64

NOTES ON BILLS AND NOTES
With so many payees who are crooks,
And trusted agents juggling books,
And bills of exchange getting lost in the mail,
And too many forgers who aren't in jail,
And banks that are negligent more often than not,
And everyone wanting more than he's got,
And judges who don't know how to tell
The meaning of the N.I.L.,
And jurors who don't know a bill from a note,
Quote, even as you and I, Unquote,
And law professors who disagree
With what the law is, or seems to be,
And the final exam one day away;
It behooves me, fellow students, to say
That the only way out of this legal hash
Is for everybody to pay in cash.
Anonymous
This outstanding piece of literature was donated
by Professor William Britton. It was presented to
him by a student at the University of Illinois about
12 years ago. The author's name, class standing,
and present whereabouts are unknown.
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THE FRIENDLY LAW BOOK STORE....

Just a hop, skip and jump from Hastings...
Invites you to come in and SAVE MONEY!
NEW AND USED CASE BOOKS....
Hornbooks and texts, plus briefing paper

and stationery.
LAWYERS BOOK EXCHANGE, INC.
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